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We discovered that chiral nanoneedles fabricated by vortex laser ablation can be used to visualize the

helicity of an optical vortex. The orbital angular momentum of light determines the chirality of the

nanoneedles, since it is transferred from the optical vortex to the metal. Only the spin angular momentum

of the optical vortex can reinforce the helical structure of the created chiral nanoneedles. We also found

that optical vortices with the same total angular momentum (defined as the sum of the orbital and spin

angular momenta) are degenerate, and they generate nanoneedles with the same chirality and spiral

frequency.
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Light that has a helical wave front due to an azimuthal
phase shift, expðiL�Þ (where L is an integer known as the
topological charge), carries orbital angular momentum,
L@. Such light is referred as an optical vortex [1–4].
Optical vortices have been widely investigated for appli-
cations such as optical trapping and guiding [5–7], as well
as superresolution microscopy [8,9]. Circularly polarized
light has a helical electric field and a spin angular momen-
tum, S@, associated with its circular polarization. Optical
vortices with circular polarization exhibit both wave front
and polarization helicities, and a total angular momentum,
J@ [10–12], which is defined as the sum of the orbital and
spin angular momenta. This angular momentum is evi-
denced by the orbital and spinning motions of trapped
particles in optical tweezers.

To date, several researchers have intensely studied the
interaction of structured light, such as radially polarized
beams, with plasmonic or metallic structures [13–15].
However, these previous studies mostly focused on optical
properties, such as mode selection, plasmon focusing, etc.,
of plasmonic or metallic structures, including photonic
crystals as well as plasmonic waveguides, prepared by con-
ventional integrated photonic circuit techniques based on
lithography and chemical etching. There are few reports on
the use of structured light itself to form chiral structures
on the nanoscale. Recently, we discovered that the helicity
of a circularly polarized optical vortex can be directly trans-
ferred to an irradiated metal sample, resulting in the for-
mation of chiral nanoneedles [16–18]. This is the first
demonstration, to the best of our knowledge, of nanostruc-
tures created by structured light with angular momenta, and
it clearly represents a new scientific phenomenon.

We have also investigated control of the chirality of
formed nanoneedles by changing the sign of the optical
vortex helicity. Chiral nanostructures have the potential to
form many new material structures [19], including planar

chiral metamaterials [20,21] and plasmonic nanostructures
[22,23]. They can also be used to selectively identify the
chirality of chemical composites in nanoscale imaging
systems, such as atomic force and scanning tunnel micro-
scopes [24–27].
However, it is currently unclear whether the wave front

or polarization helicity (characterized by the angular
momenta, L@ and S@, respectively) primarily contribute
to chiral nanoneedle fabrication in optical vortex ablation
or whether both helicities (characterized by the total angu-
lar momentum, J@) have similar contributions to chiral
nanoneedle formation. In this study, we investigated the
structures of chiral nanoneedles fabricated using optical
vortices with various values of the angular momenta L@,
S@, and J@ to determine which helicity of light mainly
determines the chiral nanoneedle structure. We found that
only the sign of the orbital angular momentum determines
the chirality of the nanostructures, whereas the polarization
helicity reinforces the helical structure of the formed chiral
nanoneedles.
The target in the present study was a �2-mm-thick

polished tantalum (Ta) plate, with a relatively low ablation
threshold compared to other metals [28]. The pump laser
was a conventional flash-lamp-pumped Q-switched Nd:
YAG laser (wavelength, 1064 nm; pulse duration, 30 ns;
pulse repetition frequency, 10 Hz). A spiral phase plate
(SPP) was used to shape the laser output to produce a first-
order optical vortex with L ¼ 1. The SPP was fabricated
by electron beam etching, and it was azimuthally divided
into 16 regions by using an n�=8 phase shift (where n is an
integer between 0 and 15). Additionally, two overlaid SPPs
were used to produce a second-order optical vortex with
L ¼ 2. A quarter-wave plate was placed in the optical path
between the SPPs and a focusing lens. It imparted spin
angular momentum to the optical vortices. The sign of the
optical vortex helicity was reversed by inverting the SPPs
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and the quarter-wave plate. Using this system, the total
angular momentum, J@, of the light was controlled
between�3@ and 3@. The numerical aperture of the objec-
tive lens in this experiment was tuned in the range of
0.04–0.15 to maintain a constant beam waist of !0 �
33 �m. The pulse energy was varied in the range of
0.2–0.8 mJ. As in our previous studies [17,18], four vortex
pulses were overlaid so as to maximize the nanoneedle
height. All experiments were performed at atmospheric
pressure and room temperature. The ablated surface of
the Ta plate was observed by a scanning electron micro-
scope (SEM; JEOL, JSM-6010LA) with a spatial resolu-
tion of 8 nm at 3 kV.

When the target was irradiated with a circularly polar-
ized Gaussian beam with L ¼ 0 and S ¼ �1, no nano-
structures, such as needles, were observed on the ablated
surface [Fig. 1(a)]. In contrast, a linearly polarized optical
vortex with L � 0 and S ¼ 0 produced a chiral nanoneedle
with a spiral conical surface at the center of the ablation
zone [Figs. 1(b) and 1(c)]. As we found in previous studies
[17,18], this phenomenon indicates that the optical gra-
dient force collects the melted metal, and the optical
scattering force directs it efficiently toward the on-axis
core of the optical vortex, thereby confining the melted
metal in the core to form the chiral nanoneedle. In
Gaussian beams that do not have an on-axis core, the
collection of the melted metal does not occur efficiently.

Figures 2(a) and 2(b) show SEM images of chiral
nanoneedles fabricated by a linearly polarized first-order
optical vortex (L ¼ 1; S ¼ 0) and a second-order optical
vortex (L ¼ 2; S ¼ 0), respectively. The nanoneedles
are typically �10 �m high relative to the target surface.
The tip curvature was typically measured to be �50 nm,
which is approximately 1=25th of the laser wavelength
(¼ 1064 nm). As the magnitude of L increases, the spiral
frequency of the nanoneedle (defined as the number of
turns divided by the distance, h, between the tip and the
bottom of the spiral structure in the chiral nanoneedle), as
shown in Fig. 2(f), increased.

Figure 3(a) shows the spiral frequency of the chiral
nanoneedle as a function of the magnitude of L of
the pump laser. A positive (negative) spiral frequency
indicates that the needle is twisted azimuthally in the
clockwise (counterclockwise) direction. The spiral

direction (chirality) of the nanoneedles is determined by
the sign of L; it is not affected by S at all. These results
demonstrate that the chirality of the nanoneedle is deter-
mined only by the sign of L. S can increase (decrease) the
spiral frequency of a nanoneedle when the sign of L is the
same as (opposite to) that of S. Figure 3(b) shows the spiral
frequency of the nanoneedle as a function of J of the pump
laser. The maximum spiral frequency of �0:52 �m�1 at a
pulse energy of 0.8 mJ was obtained at J ¼ 3. And even
optical vortices with J ¼ 0 (L ¼ �1; S ¼ �1) created
chiral nanoneedles [Figs. 2(d) and 2(e)]. At pulse energies
higher than the order of millijoules, the spiral structure of
the fabricated nanoneedle disappeared, as reported con-
cerning our previous study [18].
For an optical vortex, the spiral frequency of the chiral

nanoneedle was determined by the magnitude of J, rather
than the magnitude of L. For example, chiral nanoneedles
fabricated by linearly polarized second-order (L ¼ 2; S¼0)
and circularly polarized first-order (L ¼ 1; S ¼ 1) optical

FIG. 1. SEM images of surfaces irradiated by (a) circularly
polarized and (b) linearly polarized optical vortex beams.
(c) Magnified image of nanoneedle fabricated at center of
ablated zone. The needle has a spiral cone.

FIG. 2. Chiral nanoneedles fabricated by (a) linearly polarized
first-order and (b) second-order optical vortices. (c) Chiral nano-
needle fabricated by circularly polarized first-order optical vor-
tex with J ¼ 2. Chiral nanoneedles fabricated by circularly
polarized optical vortices with a total angular momentum
J ¼ 0: (d) L ¼ 1, S ¼ �1 and (e) L ¼ �1, S ¼ 1.
(f) Definition of the spiral frequency of the nanoneedles. The
spiral frequency is defined as the number of spiral turns divided
by h (distance between the tip and the bottom of the spiral
structure in the chiral nanoneedle).
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vortices have the same chirality and spiral frequency
[see Figs. 2(b) and 2(c)]. For all of the pulse energies used
in this study, the nanoneedle produced by a linearly polar-
ized second-order optical vortex had the same spiral fre-
quency as that produced by a circularly polarized first-order
optical vortex (Fig. 4).

To understand these phenomena (two optical vortices
with J ¼ 2 creating the same chiral nanostructure, polar-
ization helicity reinforcing chiral nanostructure, and even
optical vortices with J ¼ 0 creating nanoneedles), the total
angular momentum density of the optical vortices can be
examined. The spatial distribution of the total angular
momentum density, jL;S, of the Lth-order optical vortex
with S is given by

jL;SðrÞ ¼ "0

�
!LjuLj2 � 1

2
!Sr

@juLj2
@r

�
; (1)

where "0 is the dielectric constant of a vacuum, juLj2 is the
optical intensity profile of the Lth-order optical vortex, !
is the frequency of the optical vortex,!0 is the beam waist
of the optical vortex, and r is the radial coordinate of the
cylindrical coordinate system [10].

The optical intensity profile, juLj2, is given by
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By substituting Eq. (2) into Eq. (1), the spatial distribution
of the total angular momentum density jL;SðrÞ can be

expressed by
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A general relationship written as

jL;0 ¼ jL�ðL=jLjÞ;ðL=jLjÞ for jLj � 2; (6)

jL;S ¼ �j�L;�S; (7)

can be established. The relationship j2;0 ¼ j1;1 demon-

strates that two optical vortices with J ¼ 2 are degenerate,
and thus produce the same chiral nanostructure. As shown
in Fig. 5, the simulated angular momentum densities also
indicate that two optical vorticeswith J ¼ 2 are degenerate.
The laser energy level used in the present experiments

was near the ablation threshold, as described in our pre-
vious publication [18]. This low energy permits the metal
to melt only in the bright ring of the optical vortex.
The melted metal in the bright ring receives effectively
the apertured total angular momentum, defined as
�jL;SðrÞ ¼ 2�

R
r
0 jL;SðrÞrdr (see Fig. 6). The relationship

j1;1 > j1;0 > j1;�1 at large enough 21=2r=!0 is established,
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FIG. 3 (color online). (a) Experimentally obtained plots of
spiral frequency as a function of orbital angular momentum L
for various spin angular momenta S (S ¼ 1, black solid boxes;
S ¼ 0, gray open boxes; S ¼ �1, black open boxes).
(b) Experimentally obtained plots of spiral frequency as a
function of orbital angular momentum J for various orbital
angular momenta L.
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FIG. 4 (color online). Measured spiral frequency of a nano-
needle as a function of the pump energy.
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and it can well support that S can increase (decrease) the
spiral frequency of a nanoneedle when the sign of L is the
same as (opposite to) that of S.

Furthermore, even though the total angular momentum
spatially averaged over the whole beam aperture is zero, a
nonzero apertured total angular momentum forces the
melted metal to revolve, and its sign is determined by
that of the orbital angular momentum, L@. Consequently,

even optical vortices with J ¼ 0 create chiral nanoneedles.
In fact, the relationship j1;�1 ¼ �j�1;1 from Eq. (7) further

indicates that optical vorticeswith J ¼ 0 (L ¼ �1,S¼�1)
can create nanoneedleswhose chirality is determined by the
sign of L [Figs. 2(d) and 2(e)].
These experimental results suggest the following

mechanism. The melted metal upon irradiation of the
optical vortex pulse is collected in the ring of the optical
vortex by the optical gradient force. The orbital angular
momentum of the optical vortex is then transferred to the
melted metal, producing orbital motion of the melted metal
about the axial core of the optical vortex. The melted metal
is also forwardly directed by the optical scattering force,
and, subsequently, it is confined in the core (where it does
not experience efficiently a forward scattering force and
orbital angular momentum because the vortex pulse is
almost gone) to produce a chiral needle.
Thus, the chirality of the nanoneedle is determined only

by the sign of the orbital angular momentum, L@. The
polarization helicity (intrinsic helicity) of the optical vor-
tex, which is expected to be �h for any aperture, only
accelerates (decelerates) the orbital motion of the melted
metal, thereby increasing (decreasing) the spiral frequency
of the nanoneedle. The resulting spiral frequency of the
nanoneedle is also determined by the magnitude of the
total angular momentum, J@, which is defined as the sum
of the orbital and spin angular momenta. In other words,
the structure (chirality and spiral frequency) of the fabri-
cated nanoneedles can be used to visualize the helicities of
the orbital and total angular momenta of light.
In conclusion, we have investigated the fabrication of

chiral nanoneedles by using optical vortices with various
angular momenta (L@, S@, and J@). The orbital angular
momentum of the optical vortex, transferred to the material
during irradiation of the optical vortex pulse, mainly deter-
mines the chirality of the nanostructures. The polarization
helicity of the optical vortex also accelerates (decelerates)
the orbital motion of the melted metal to increase
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FIG. 6 (color online). Simulated apertured total angular mo-
mentum as a function of r=!0 for L ¼ 1 and S ¼ 1, 0, �1.

FIG. 5 (color online). Simulated total angular momentum
densities at (a) J ¼ 0, (b) J ¼ 1, (c) J ¼ 2, and (d) J ¼ 3.
The values of total angular momentum densities are normalized
by the maximum value of the total angular momentum density at
J ¼ 3. Two optical vortices with J ¼ 2 (or 3) are degenerate.
The optical vortex with J ¼ 0 exhibits nonzero total angular
momentum density near the on-axis core. Thin circles with a
radius of !0 (it means the optical vortex mode field) are also
plotted.
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(decrease) the spiral frequency of the chiral nanoneedle.
Because optical vortices with the same value of Jð¼ 2Þ are
degenerate, they create the nanoneedle with the same
chirality. Chiral nanoneedle formation involving transfer
of the helicity of the incident light to a material can be used
to visualize the wave front helicity of the orbital angular
momentum of the light. The polarization helicity of the
optical vortex can reinforce the helical structure of the
created chiral nanoneedles. Control of the chirality of
nanostructures produced by light has the potential to pro-
duce new structures such as planar chiral metamaterials,
plasmonic nanostructures, and selective identification of
chiral chemical composites.
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